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Abstract. Traditional document systems use hierarchical filing structures as the basis for org
ing, storing and retrieving documents. However, this structure is very limited in comparison

the rich and varied forms of document interaction and category management in everyday doc
use. Presto is a prototype document management system providing rich interaction with documents

through meaningful, user-level document attributes, such as “Word file”, “published pap
“shared with Jim”, “about Presto” or “currently in progress”. Document attributes capture the m

tiple different roles that a single document might play, and allow users to rapidly reorganise
document space for the task at hand. They provide a basis for novel document systems des

new approaches to document management and interaction.

In this article, we outline the motivations behind this approach, describe the principal compo

of our implementation, discuss architectural consequences, and show how these support new
of interaction with large personal document spaces.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Tools and Techniques—user

interfaces; H.3.2 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Storage—file organization;

H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrival; H.5.2 [Information
Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces—interaction styles.

Additional key words and phrases: Document management, attribute/value systems, informat
retrieval, direct manipulation.

1 INTRODUCTION
Much of what we do when sitting in front of computers is document space management. We

file, organise and retrieve information from a variety of electronic document collections. The e
gence of the World Wide Web and the spread of the Internet mean that more and more docu

flow into our document space every day, increasing our need for better tools to visualise and in
with it.
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The tools that most of us use every day rely on one fundamental mechanism for organising

ment spaces—the hierarchy. Hierarchies occur in all sorts of document managementtools,

including mail systems, contact managers and web browsers, but perhaps the most pervasiv
filesystem. Documents are stored in files that live in directories or folders, which are thems

contained in other directories, creating a hierarchy that provides the structure for document
interactions. In this model, the difference between files and documents all butdisappears; to all

intents and purposes, the file spaceis the document space.

By implication, the structure of the document space is also mapped onto the structure of th

space. Much of our navigation through the filesystem, in browsers and dialog boxes, can be
in fact, as navigation throughsemanticstructures that have been mapped onto a file hierarchy. When

someone begins a search in the directory titled “Frame documents”, and then progressively
through sub-directories called “Publications”, “Conference papers”, “UIST 98” and “Presto p

drafts”, this movement can be seen not only as a movement from one folder to another, but a
a search procedure that exploits features of the documents to progressively focus on a smal

smaller set of potential documents. The structure of the search has been mapped onto the hierarchy
provided by the filesystem because that hierarchy is essentially the only mechanism provided to

organise files.

Documents, though, are not files. Documents are organisational entities with social meanin

practical consequences, while computer files are computational artifacts whose behaviou
defined technically. Similarly, our requirements for document space organisation differ from t

for managing files. We would like to provide a basis for organising documents that reflects th
of documents in working settings, and supports richer document practices for organisation, ma

ment and retrieval.

Our current research in the “Placeless Documents” project concerns precisely this question o

ument space organisation, and how we can support more natural and fluid forms of interactio
a document space. Examples of the sorts of problems we want to address include:

1. A filesystem provides only a “single-inheritance” structure. Files can only be in one place
time, and so can occupy only one spot in the semantic structure. The use of links and alia

testament to this problem, but at the same time is sufficiently complicated that it often ext
no further than desktop shortcuts.

2. My conception of the structure by which files should be organised changes over time, bu
hierarchy is fixed and rigid. Moving individual files around is easy enough, but reorgani

large sets of files is a chore.

3. Not only does the category structure for files change over time, but it is dependent on the

At one moment, searching for a particular document, I might want to organise my document
space in terms of projects; at the next, according to time; and then, according to documen

tent. Effectively, document retrieval depends on being able to manage multiple different v
of my document space fluidly.

4. Since these documents are being stored on a computer, I would like to be able to harnes
putational power to help me organise them. If the computer can figure out that somethin

Web document that references three other specific pages, then why should I have to do it?
2
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We have developed a system, calledPresto, that provides an infrastructure for experimentation wi

some of the issues that have arisen in the Placeless Documents project. Placeless is concernwith

a broad range of concerns, and the development of a novel approach to document system
structure; it is described in more detail elsewhere [Dourish et al., 1999a]. Presto is concernedwith

a subset of the Placeless design issues. In particular, Presto has been designed as a pla
explore new forms of fluid interaction with documents spaces, addressing the sorts of user pro

discussed above.

In what follows, we first outline some motivations for our approach, and describe the basic m

that Presto presents. The main body of the paper will introduce the Presto architecture, and d
how it supports attribute-based document interaction, in both legacy and novel applications. F

we will discuss what we have learned from our first set of applications, and discuss some po
ities for the future.

2 MOTIVATION
The work described in this paper is inspired by the rigid, inflexible means provided by filesys

based document repositories for managing working documents. The traditional model of hierarchi-
cal directories and (hopefully) mnemonic filenames not only imposes considerable burden

filing, searching and retrieval, but also fails to take account of the ways in which everyday d
ment work takes place.

Studies of filing and retrieval practices, such as those documented by Barreau and Nardi [1
highlight the ways in which traditional mechanisms fail. Barreau and Nardi draw together findings

from a number of studies of how people organise files on PCs, and how they use the deskto
directory structures. In their investigations, most users do not employ elaborate or deep filing

tems, but rather show a preference for simple structures and “location-based search”, exp
groupings of files (either in folders, or on the computer desktop) to express patterns of relation

between documents and to aid in retrieval. In their response to Barreau and Nardi’s article,
et al. [1996] defend deep structure and search queries, observing that location-based find

“nothing more than a user-controlled logical search”. There is, however, one clear feature of
tion-based searchwhich adds to a simple logical search—in a location-based system, the docum

have been subject to some sort of pre-categorisation. Additional structure has been introduc
the space; this structure is exploited in search and retrieval.

Another interesting feature of this location-based structure is that it is exploitedperceptually, rather
thancognitively. Moving the burden of retrieval effort from the cognitive to the perceptual syst

has long been the direction taken by information visualisation research [Robertson et al., 1
However, although this approach can be highly effective, the information that these systems r

is content-based, and extracting this information to find the structure can be computatio
expensive.

In Presto, we steer a middle course, between structure-based retrieval with few structure cue
ditional hierarchies) and content-based retrieval with extensive feature extraction (as in

information visualisation approaches). Instead, we tag or annotate documents in our system
attributesthat express attributes of the documents. Our attributes express attributes meanin

the user in their use of the document. They can be added directly by users (like the pre-categ
tion of location-based search) or extracted by software services (like content-based approac
3
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A critical feature of this attribute-based approach is that it captures themultivalentnature of docu-

ments.1 In everyday working, documents can represent differentthings to different people, or be

used in different ways at different times, and it can be hard to fit these different usesinto a single
structure (even with the help of shortcuts, aliases or symbolic links). Sometimes I might wa

handle a document as an email message, and sometimes I want to handle it is a Presto des
ument; and at the same time, my administrative assistant might want to organise it according

budget center to which equipment purchases should be charged. Capturing the multiple feat
documents that may be relevant for their organisation is a critical feature of our approach. Th

ollary is that we need to be able to fluidly switch from one view to another, reorganising
document workspace quickly to reflect the terms and structure relevant to the task in hand.

A broader goal is to understand the relationship between computational and naturalistic appro
to classification, identity, grouping and membership. For instance, investigations such as th

Sacks [1992] emphasise membership and categorisation as practical accomplishments and
actions. That is, the identification of an entity as being such-and-such-a-thing is achievedby some

particular individual andfor some particular purposes; for other purposes, such an identificatio
might be quite incorrect. Inspired by such analyticaccounts of the practice of category manageme

we are interested in how computational systems can allow for similarly fluid categorisation. Th
part of a wider program of research [Dourish and Button, 1999] and will not directly concern u

this paper.

2.1 Attribute-Based Document Interaction
In Placeless Documents, and hence in Presto, users conceive of and interact with docum

terms of document attributes. Attributes are user-level properties of documents, express
key/value pairs. For instance, attributes of a document might include that it is in Framemake

mat, that it is a journal paper, that it is in preparation, that it is intended for TOCHI, and that
about Presto. Another document may contain attributes stating that it is an email message

Doug about meeting times, and that it was read last Tuesday. In other words, document attr
are intended to capture information that is meaningful to document users and creators. This

mation is captured and recorded as a set of key/value pairs, such as “M
Type=application/msword” or “Sender=terry@parc.xerox.com”.

These document attributes form the basis of interaction with the document space in Presto.
ments can be retrieved, indexed and organised according to their attributes. Attributes can be

by users or by Presto services, and can store arbitrary information. A document can conta
number of attributes. Document attributes can be used as the basis of queries, and queries

used to specify “live” document collections with dynamic membership.

In this way, the structure of the document space, and hence the structure ofinteractionwith the doc-

ument space, is based on meaningful properties of documents, rather than the structure in
they were filed. Using document attributes in this way means that interaction is more strongly

nected to the users’ immediate concerns and the task in hand rather than an extrinsic struct
addition, the structure of the document space reflects changes in the state of documents, rath

1. By “multivalent”, we mean that documents have multiple values and play multiple roles concurrently. This is no
quite the same as the “multivalent documents” of Phelps and Wilensky [1996], which are documents whose conte
the composition of multiple components.
4
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simply their state when they were filed. However, collections still appear inside collections,

standard filing information—such as document ownership, modification dates, file types, etc.—

still preserved by our system, appearing as document attributes maintained by the infrastructure. In
this way, we can recapture more traditional forms of structured interaction with document sp

New forms of interaction emerge as a logical extension of traditional practices.

2.2 Design Goals
Presto is our first prototype exploring the use of attributes as a uniform mechanism for docu

interaction. As such, it had two primary goals: to demonstrate the validity of the approach, a
provide us with some early design experiences to inform future explorations. In addition, we set a

number of approximate criteria for success. Our goal was to develop a system efficient enou
hold document sets numbering in the thousands; robust enough for everyday use, at least b

selves and a small set of colleagues; and practical and effective enough to be used as a primar
interface to our own document spaces,with the documents that we use every day. This “practicalit

criterion implied that our system needed to interoperate with the applications that we use on our reg
ular desktop platforms (Solaris and Windows NT). Expressed simply, our position was th

document system that can’t launch Word and fetch Web documents is no document system

At the same time, we decided that a number of issues were explicitlynot our concern in Presto,

including document replication and coordination, migration, and security. Our focus for
moment is on interaction rather than the systems issues.

3 THE PRESTO ARCHITECTURE
Before we discuss the details of our design, let’s consider Presto’s basic architectural mode
how it provides support for novel forms of document interaction. Many of Presto’s architectura

ments are shared with the Placeless Documents system, as outlinedearlier; we discuss them here
purely in the context of Presto, and will have more to say about Placeless Documents later.

3.1 The Presto Document Model
Presto provides a uniform document model for documents of all sorts. A document is an ent
which attributes can be attached. Attributes are arbitrary name/value pairs. They are arbitra

number of ways. First, there can be arbitrarily many attributes attached to a document; indeed
attributes are the primary means of organising and retrieving documents, our principle is “the

the merrier”. Second, attributes can have arbitrary names; users can always add new s
attributes even if the system has never heard of them before, and the system will impose no r

tions (other than access control) on who can add attributes, when and how. Third, attributes ca
arbitrary values.Although we primarily use simple text string values in our examples here, Pr

can actually record any structured data item, including runnable code, in attribute values.

Note that the fact that a document may contain content is, essentially, incidental. Of course

documents do, and Presto provides convenient access to whatever that content might be; an
applications are naturally focussed around content. However, content is not an absolute re

ment, and the Presto implementation itself makes use of attributes on “content-less” docume
an associative object storage facility.

Users can add their own personal attributes to the documents of other people. If I like a pape
you wrote, I might mark it as being “interesting”, for my own purposes, without interfering w
5
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interesting doesn’t mean that everyone else does too.) This is achieved through document

ences”, which are personal reference objects to other documents. References appear as do
themselves, and can have attributes.

Documents can be grouped together into collections; a single document can appear in multip
lections, or in none at all. Document collections are, themselves, documents; the same doc

features apply to them. Document collection membership can be defined both statically and d
ically. Collections will be explored in more detail below.

3.2 Core Architecture
The core architecture of the Presto system is shown in figure 1.The centre of the system is thePresto

Document Object Layer. This implements Presto’s document model, providing documents w

document attributes. Collections, which may include dynamic queries, are one type of docu
and so are implemented by this layer. The Document Layer exports two forms of interface. The first

is the “Presto Document” interface, a Java class API for applications that are fully Presto-aware
Presto-specific applications are built to this interface. The second is a standard JavaIO-streaminter-

face, for integratable Java applications that do not understand Presto. We use this interf
integrate Java Beans to provide viewing and editing of particular document formats, for insta

For legacy applications that are completely Presto-naïve and may not be written in Java,
implements a Network File System (NFS) server [Sun Microsystems, 1989] so that the Presto

base can also be accessed as a regular filesystem. Applications simply read from and write
filesystem as they would normally; the NFS interface serves Presto documents behind the sce

that those filesystem operations actually apply to Presto documents. Not only does this allow l
applications to use Presto seamlessly, but it also allows Presto to maintain relevant doc

attributes (such as modification dates) for activities that happen in these external application

Background applications are integrated into Presto through theServicecomponent. Presto service

are applications that introduce information into the system, often processing structured files in
to turn content into attributes. For example, a mail service operates on electronic mail files an

Presto document object layer

NFS
server

local WebIMAP

filesystem

networked
filesystem

FIGURE 1: The Presto kernel architecture provides a single point of interaction supporting multiple
application interfaces and multiple repository interfaces.

Presto Apps Java Beans
Legacy Apps

Database
storage

Services

filesystem interface

Presto doc interface
Java IOstreams interface
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document attributes. Services can be scheduled to operate periodically (e.g. late at night, or

five minutes) or to act on specific events (e.g. whenever a document’s contents are changed

In important feature of the Presto design is that document content does not, itself, life in P

Presto stores only the attribute metadata; what Presto calls “documents” are, in fact, internal o
that stand for content stored elsewhere. We use the term “repository” to describe a store for docu-

ment content. The normal filesystem, for example, is a repository; it stores content that c
associated directly with Presto documents. When an application (or a user) reads a document

fetches the content from the external repository, so the separation between metadata and co
invisible to Presto users.

The primary benefit of this design is that Presto can integrate content from a variety of ext
repositories. Presto applications can take advantage of documents stored on the Web, since t

is one of our supported repositories. What is more, these documents can be processed alongs
system documents; since Presto insulates users from the mechanisms used to access

documents at the Presto level are handled seamlessly.

The core Presto architecture has two run-time configurations. First, it can be run with the P

document object implementation and one or more applications in a single address space. In th
figuration, Presto is essentially a run-time document management library dynamically linke

with an application. Second, it can be run with the Presto document object implementation
server, and Presto applications as clients. This second mode allows Presto applications to run

applets or in network computing environments with a “thin client”architecture. Applications can
be run seamlessly in either configuration; the Presto layer is encapsulated within a Presto da

object which may be local or may, in fact, be a proxy for a remote database kernel and spe
RPC-based protocol to a remote Presto server.

3.3 Network Architecture
The ability to decompose the Presto run-time configuration into client and server components

the basis for a more explicit remote network separation. Recall that our document model a
users not only to refer to other users’ documents, but also to record attributes on those docu

This creates the notion of a document reference, comprising a set of attributes and a point
remote document. As shown in figure 2, a documentreference is manipulated as if it were a base

document, and it appears to have all the base document attributes as well as thereference attributes

FIGURE 2: When a user interacts with a document reference, they see a combination of their local attributes
and the base document’s attributes. Keith sees both Mike’s attributes and his own..

Mike’s viewKeith’s view

base document

document reference
7
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that a specific user has added. Using this mechanism, users can add attributes to documents tcreate

their own structures, express their own interests and manage them according to their own c

Most documents have more users than they do authors, and so our system provides support f
document user to have their own view.

Document references involve remote connections between document spaces managed by ind
Presto kernels. We also provide a means for queries to cross spaces. In our current approa

have extended the query language to allow queries to be expressed in terms ofanother user’sview
of the document, with their local attributes. Thus, in addition to asking “what documents are i

esting?” (which will return documents that have been tagged as interesting either by me or by
author), I can also ask “what documents does Anthony think are interesting” and perform a s

which includes local reference attributes in Anthony’s document space. This can be used to prov
a basic form of collaborative filtering [Goldberg et al., 1992; Resnick and Varian, 1997].

3.4 Implementation
At the time of writing, our prototype Presto system comprises approximately 45000 lines of
1.1 code. This includes the core and network components, the NFS server, services (inc

email, HTML and Java), two browsers and a Lisp interpreter for scripting. The implementation
JDBC, the Java Database Connection, to talk to any SQL database back-end (for attribute met

and the user interfaces are implemented using Swing, JavaSoft’s implementation of the cros
form Java Foundation Classes. The cross-platform nature of Java means that we can run th

Presto code files on PCs running Windows 95 or NT with a Microsoft Access back-end, and on
workstations running Solaris using either the public-domain MySQL or a commercial data

(Oracle) as our back-end.

The overview presented in this section is intended to set context for the discussions in the res

paper. The following sections will describe the Presto system in more detail, focussing in part
on the relationship between architecture and interaction. We will separate the components

system into two sorts—those aimed primarily at supporting our model of use andinteraction, and
those aimed primarily at supporting theintegrationof the Presto system into conventional everyda

environments. This division, while not absolutely clean, helps to separate the intent behind ele
of the design. Both aspects, however, are critical to supporting the style of interaction we want

the system.

4 SUPPORT FOR INTERACTION
The basic motivation behind our explorations in Presto is the desire to support a new form of

action with large document spaces. This new approach is based on high level document att
that are meaningful to users and are the primary resource for document typing, organisation, s

ing and retrieval. In this model, document attributes provide a uniform means to express docu
categories, groupings and desired behaviour, as well as to organise and search document

repositories.

This style of interaction places a number of criteria on our design. The first isperformance; since

all document activity is managed through attributes, then attribute management must be fast e
to support interaction by direct manipulation. The second iscoherence; our focus should not simply

be on individual documents, but across sets of documents. A third criterion is perceptualstability;
8
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although attributes, and hence document collections, are subject to continual change, no-one

a system that is constantly changing under their feet.

These criteria are reflected in the design ofthose elements of our architecture that deal with doc
ment attributes.

4.1 The Document Layer
The Presto document layer provides a uniform model of documents and their metadata attr
Essentially, the document layer has three functions:

1. It unifies access to these various back-end repositories with a single document model.
ments can be managed uniformly, wherever they are stored;

2. It introduces the document attribute mechanism and provides a means to attach, remo
search arbitrary document attributes via a single coherent mechanism;

3. It adds a unified document collection service, itself based on document attributes. Since c
tions are managed in terms of Presto documents, a single collection can group documents

in heterogeneous repositories.

The document layer uses a back-end database service for persistent document metadata sto
our implementation, we talk to this database service via JDBC so that our code is independ

the particular database product being used. While many attribute values are simple strings or
lists, attribute values are stored as serialised Java objects, so that arbitrarily complicated data

tures can be recorded as document attributes. This is particularly important when docu
attributes are used to record application-specific information.

4.2 Document Collections
A document system organised entirely around individual documents would be, at best, tedio

use. Most interactions in Presto are with documents as elements of documentcollections. Along
with filesystem documents and Web documents, document collections are implemented as a

ment type, and so they are subject to all the same operations that can be applied to docu
(including having associated attributes, search and retrieval, and themselves being members

collections).

Presto was designed to act as a bridge between different document worlds — local storage,

document services like the Web, application-specific document management like email folder
As a result, our notion of collection needs to be able to capture the different grouping modalities

that these document worlds offer, from simple directories to search engines.

In our implementation, document collections comprise three elements(each of which can be null).

The first is aquery term. Query terms are specified in terms of document attributes. Queries can
for the presence or absence of particular attributes on a document, can test the specific valu

attribute, or can perform type-specific value comparisons (for instance, a wide range of date
fications can be provided, such as “changed within 2 hours” and “modified last week”). Query t

in document collections are “live”—the collection contains the matching documents at
moment, so that documents may appear or disappear depending on their immediate state

these queries are embodied in collections, they are persistent.2
9
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In addition to the query term, the document collection stores two lists of documents, calle

inclusionandexclusionlists. Documents in the inclusion list are returned as members of the co

tion whether or not they match the query. Documents in the exclusion list are not returne
members of the collection even if they do match the query. When the query is null, the inclusio

effectively determines the collection contents.

So, the contents of the collection at any moment are the documents in the inclusion list, plus

matching the query, minus those in the exclusion list. We call these three-part structures “fluid
lections”. Our goal with this implementation of document collections was to support a natural

of document organisation and retrieval. A query can be used to create an initial collection, or to
specify the default membership. However, membership can be refined without having to refo

late the query, but by direct manipulation of the document collection contents; dragging items
and out of the collection causes the system to add them to the inclusion and exclusion lists, so

can be added and removed to override the results of the query, and these changes will be per
Our browser, which will be described in more detail later, also supports the direct manipulati

query terms, so that reformulating the query is a fairly straight-forward operation.

Why introduce this three-part mechanism? Why not simply have manipulations of collection mem

bership result in transformations of the query? There is no technical reason for our approach;
design decision based on a number of factors. We will give three here. First, we believe that “

ifying exceptions” and “transforming the query” are, conceptually, different operations; our
approach provides both rather than a one-size-fits-all approach. Second, we believe that in

query transformation breaks the direct manipulation model around which our interfaces are bui
Third, we believe that the indirect query transformations are very hard to explain to users; i

considerable challenge to present a coherent account of the behaviour of such an interface withou
requiring a detailed understanding of query syntax, precedence rules and so forth.However, the

design of refined query and collection mechanisms to suit the needs of specific applications
area of ongoing research.

Collections, queries and attributes are the basis of all interactions with the Presto document
and so the performance of the attribute engine was a key concern in the development of the s

Our database engine provides sufficiently crisp performance to support our requirements for
active response. On a small test database (342 documents, 4911 attributes), evaluating th

“Mail.From=dourish” took 30ms to return 8 documents, while the query “MIME Type=text/html
MIME Type=text/java and read within 1 month” took 140ms to return 32 documents. The s

queries on a large database (2558 documents and 27921 attributes) took 90ms (8 documen
620 ms (300 documents) respectively3. These are fast enough to avoid the “submit the query, aw

the results” model of interaction; instead, the interface can beupdated rapidly enough to give the
user a sense of directly exploring the data store. We will see later how this is incorporated in

interface.

4.3 Services
A document repository organised in terms of document attributes is only of use if the docum

actually have attributes. There are two sources of attributes on documents.

2. Of course, simple one-time searches are also possible.

3. All times are the mean of 15 runs, and were measured on a 200MHz Pentium Pro workstation.
10
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Firstly, attributes can come from the users. We allow users to attach arbitrary attributes to

ments so that they can create their own structure. Indeed, the basic goal of the system is to

users to create their own structures by creating sets of attributes relevant for their tasks and th
using them to organise and retrieve documents.

The value of interaction through Presto comes when there are many attributes for each doc
However, since it would be tiresome to have to tag all documents by hand. So as a second m

nism, we also provide a means for documents to be tagged with attributes automatically.
document attributes are generic, such as their type, their length, their creator, the date they we

ated, and so forth, and these are obvious ones for us to maintain directly. Other relevant attr
might be content-specific. For instance, an email message can be tagged with information ab

header contents; or an HTML file can be tagged with information from its header, or the other
ument links that it contains.

Presto provides a mechanism for processing files and deriving this sort of information. Aserviceis
a piece of code that can be used to analyse files in this way. We provide services for common

tured file types such as email messages and HTML documents, as discussed above. We c
provide more specialised or complicated services; one example is a Java service which pars

source files and can encode information about packages, imports and method definitio
attributes on the document. We also provide service wrappers for other pieces of software tha

outside the system. For instance, we have taken the document summarisation tool from a
product and incorporated it into Presto through the service model, so that the document conten

be summarised, with key words and sentences made available as document attributes.

The service mechanism is also a route to building application-specific Presto spaces. One ex

is a processor that understands the format of the internal database of summer intern applic
our research center; each application record document can be tagged with the applicant’s sk

interests, information on their school, degree, topics of interest and so forth. The Presto syste
then be used to analyse and organise the applicants. In this case, all the application-specific p

ing is localised in the service; there is no need for the Presto engine itself to be aware o
application details.

Services like these enhance interaction with the document space by increasing the number o
able attributes for any given document. Using services to extract attributes from documents a

us to extract content information and encode it in the attribute-centric document structure, bridging
from content-based to structural approaches.

Because we rely on services to provide this link, it is important that they be responsive to ch
in document content. Services can be scheduled to run at various points in order to keep inform

up to date. Services might run at a particular time of day (e.g. doing major processing at 4a
particular intervals (e.g. every ten minutes), or on particular events (e.g. when an attribute is

to the document, or when the document is written).

5 SUPPORT FOR INTEGRATION
A practical aspect of the everyday world is that document systems simply have to be integrate
extensible. Our system is, after all, intended to provide support for organising and searching
11
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ing document spaces, and existing document spaces employ a wide variety of formats, stru

and applications.

The model of interaction that was our original motivation leads to new forms of document inte
tion, which will clearly be embodied by new applications, which can take advantage of the so

features Presto has to offer. At the same time, however, the need to support existing applications
was a strong requirement for our system.

In order to accommodate existing data and applications as well as providing for the developm
new ones, Presto offers three application interfaces (API, IOStreams and NFS), and provides

gable mechanism for integration with content repositories.

5.1 Support for Native Applications: API and IOStreams
The Presto document interfaceprovides access to documents as Java objects. Applications

make use of this interface by importing the relevant package in their Java code, and coding
API we provide for accessing documents, collections and attributes. This is the standard me

build new Presto-aware applications and to experiment with new interaction models. The supplied
browsers (see below) can be regarded as Presto applications and are built at this level. The

document interface provides Document and Attribute classes, with specialised subclasses sup
ing all the functionality described here (such as collections, access to WWW documents,

Applications can provide a direct view of Presto documents, perhaps with a content-specific
alisation, or can provide a wholly different interface, using Presto as a attribute-based document

service back-end. (We will discuss applications experience in more detail later.)

Secondly, we provide access to Presto documents through theJava IOStream interface. Presto IOS-

treams subclass the standard Java streams model, and so make Presto functionality availabl
standard Java application. In our implementation, we have made use of this model to incorp

Java Beans, such as for images and HTML files, that can provide access to document conten
out the overhead of starting a new application.

5.2 Support for Legacy Applications: NFS
Our third level of access is through a server implementing the NFS protocol. This is a native

server implementation in pure Java (and which runs on top of a pure Java RPC layer). The
NFS server provides access to the Presto document space to any NFS client; we use the s

allow legacy applications such as Microsoft Word to make use of Presto documents; on our
Presto simply looks like another disk to these applications, while on our UNIX machines, P

looks like part of the standard network filesystem.

Critically, though, what we achieve through this mechanism is that Presto is directly in the

read/write path for legacy applications. The alternative approach would be to attempt to pos
cess files written to a traditional filesystem by applications, such as Word, that could not be cha

to accommodate Presto. By instead providing a filesystem interface directly to these applications,
we can ensure that relevant attributes (such as ones which record when the document was la

or modified) are kept up-to-date. Even though the application is written to use a filesystem
Presto database remains up to date, because Prestois the filesystem.

As part of its interface to the Presto database layer, NFS provides access to the query mech
Appropriately formatted directory names are interpreted as queries, which appear to “contai
12
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documents returned by the query, similarly to the “Semantic File System” approach of Giffo

al. [1991]. However, this is implemented largely for completeness;cd is not intended as a Presto

interface for everyday use.

Although Presto provides this NFS service, Presto is not a storage layer. Documents actually

other repositories. However, using the NFS layer provides uniform access to a variety of
repositories (so that documents available over the Web appear in the same space as docume

networked file system). The combination of this uniformity along with the ability to update do
ment attributes by being in the read and write path makes the NFS service a key component

desired level of integration with familiar applications; without this Presto would be a demo
rather than a working part of our environment.

5.2.1 Mapping The Document System to the File System

Although mapping the Presto document space into a virtual file space is a natural mechanis
integrating with legacy applications, it also introduces a number of technical problems. These

from the fact that Presto’s document semantics are richer than those of traditional filesystem
in particular, that a document is not uniquely identified by a name and location in Presto, as i

a filesystem. In Presto, a document may have multiple names, or no name at all, or may app
many places, or in none. Applications that use filesystems as their storage layer expect to be

exploit a set of constraints that do not hold in Presto. As a result, our NFS implementation has
to some lengths to interpret the actions of filesystem applications so as to understand their int

consequences. We will consider two examples here.

Most document systems adopt a two-stage process to save files, so that the file will not be

the case of a write failure (e.g. a disk filling up). So, in order to save fileFOO.TXT, an application
might actually save the contents to a file calledFOO.TMP. Once that file has been written succes

fully, it may delete the old file namedFOO.TXT, and renameFOO.TMPto FOO.TXT. This way, should
the write fail, then the old file contents have not been lost. This procedure relies on the assum

that a file’s name in a given location is the entire source of the document’s identity; a new file
the same name will take the place of the old file.

However, in Presto, document identity is more complicated than that; each newlycreated document
has a separate identity. What is more, we have probably attached attributes to the document, and we

would like them to be associated with the new document. We want to make it look as thoug
document content has been changed, but the document has remained the same. The Pre

server achieves this by essentially detecting the sequence of behaviour that the application is
ing in, and working behind the scenes to restore the filesystem invariants that would otherwi

longer apply. When the Presto NFS server receives a request to delete a document, it does no
it, but simply hides it. If another file is written shortly afterwards with the same name, or ano

document is given the same name as the document that was recently deleted, the NFS server
swaps the old document back in, updating its content from the new one. The effect is that, w

Presto, the “right thing” seems to have happened; the application has updated the content of th
inal document, even though the application knows nothing about the Presto document mode

A second example concerns ancillary files. Some applications may store ancillary files alongwith
an original; for instance, a word processor might want to maintain backup files, spelling diction

and linked image files along with the original document, and so it will store them in files in the s
13
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folder. However, in Presto, “storing in the same folder” is not a straight-forward proposition.

original document might not appear in a folder at all, for instance; or it might appear in many

ers, either statically (by inclusion) or dynamically (by query). Clearly, we do not want the anci
files to appear in every collection that might dynamically hold the original document, and ye

application will fail if it does not find those files associated with the original document next tim
is run.

This is another case where the Presto NFS server can interpret the application’s behaviour an
to restore the filesystem invariant that the application expects. In this case, the solution relies

fact that users invoke operations on Presto documents, not on filenames, and so Presto is resp
for determining the filename that is actually given to the application. When a user runs an ap

tion such as a word processor on a Presto document, Prestocreates aunique pathname for that
document within the Presto NFS filespace. The filename looks like a normal folder, but in fac

folder name is tagged with an identifier for the document. This means that all attempts to cre
new ancillary file will result in a “new file” request that contains, in the name of the file, the uniq

tag that identifies the base document. For example, if the user invokes an operation on doc
#456, then the filename that the application sees might be something like “/presto/#456/docum

and so the application’s ancillary file requests will be for files such as “/presto/#456/backup
“/presto/#456/dictionary”. Since Presto has included the unique tag “#456” in the path name

the NFS server knows that a new file called “/presto/#456/backup”mustbe associated with a doc-
ument #456, since only an application processing that document could use that path name. On

association has been made, the rest is straightforward. The Presto serverrecords the association
between the files as attributes of the ancillary documents, and makes them appear in the same

folder. This means that, in future, when an application is run on a document, the virtual folde
be recreated and all the associated ancillary files will appear there, satisfying the applic

requirement even though they do not actually appear in the Presto collections that hol
document.

5.3 Support for External Repositories
Integration with applications is all very well, but we also need to be able to work with existing d
In fact, Presto always works with existing data. Presto does not, itself, store content. Instea

document objects record an association with content stored in an external repository.

Internally, Presto maintains a number of different document types that can interact with diff

repositories, such a filesystem documents and web documents. These distinctions are, ho
largely invisible to Presto users. The user is not presented with a distinction between one doc

type another other; they see a seamless document model in which all documents support th
operations:reading and writing, adding them to collections, setting properties on them, searching

for them and so forth. When a Presto user reads or writes the document’s content, the system
matically fetches content from whatever underlying repository stores it, and delivers it direct

the application.

The approach allows users to work with their own documents from within Presto easily. Ano

advantage is that, since the access protocols for different repositories are managed below the leve
of the document objects, documents can be mixed fluidly throughout the system. Documen

appear in the same collection despite the fact that they reside in completely different reposi
14
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in different servers, or are retrieved via different protocols. Similarly, all documents can be man

aged using the same uniform attribute operations.

Note that it isdocumentsthat are imported into Presto, not repositories. So, Presto is not inten
to operate as a “browser” for the filesystem, or for the World Wide Web. Client programs tha

call importerscan be used to walk over a document tree and incorporate its contents as docu
in Presto, but a Web document, for example, is not implicitly incorporated into the Presto s

simply because we speak HTTP. So, document searches will not scour the web for new docu
that have not already been incorporated into the Presto document space. The goal of our de

to be able to exploit existing content, rather than to provide a new view of an existing infrastruc
Mechanisms to incorporate external content more generally is one of the Placeless Docu

project’s current areas ofinvestigation.

6 INTERACTING WITH PRESTO
The previous sections have introduced the major elements of the Presto architecture and show
they support our design goals. However, Presto was designed as an infrastructure and fram

for experimenting with the interaction aspects of attribute-based document management. Ou
Presto-based applications, then, are ones which focus on how users can interact with docum

these sorts of spaces. The interface is where the features come together.

Although Presto includes many features that are centred around particular forms of user inter

(such as the collection design and the query mechanism), it is not designed as an integrated i
tive system. Rather, it is an infrastructure over which a variety of interfaces can operate. Cl

each application introduces its own particular interactive demands. However, the basic des
Presto results in a number of common design issues in any user interface. As has been mentioned

in the discussion of legacy application support, for example, a number of traditional constraint
invariants, familiar from filesystem interfaces, no longer hold in a system like Presto. These featur

make themselves felt at the interface as well. In this section, wewill discuss a number of issues tha
have arisen in the design of interfaces to the Presto document space, and some solutions that have

been developed.

We are experimenting with a number of different interfaces to Presto. Some of these are appli

interfaces, designed for specific applications that make use of Presto as a document storage la
but which are not, themselves, directly interfaces to Presto. Others, however, are relatively u

strained browsers for the Presto document space. Here, we will consider one of these in part
a browser called Vista.

6.1 Vista, a Presto Browser
Vista is a generic browser for Presto document spaces. It is not optimised for any specific ap

tion activity; instead, like a traditional PC desktop, it gives a generalised view of the docum
space, supporting organisational tasks and launching other applications.

The goal of Vista was to explore the issues arising in direct manipulation of the Presto docu
space, and in particular, how users could be given a sense of direct interaction with attribute

dynamic collections. Vista uses a combination of dynamic collections and multiple worksp
[Henderson and Card, 1986] to allow users to switch easily between different workspaces config-
15
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Just as Presto in general uses attributes as a uniform mechanism for document operations, s
is organised primarily around the use of attributes. Attributes are used to control documents, to

ter and group them, and to search for them.

6.1.1 Elements of the Vista interface

Figure 3 shows Vista in use. The body of the interface is the current workspace; the tabs
bottom of theframe move the user toother workspaces. In the workspace area, there are four basic

entities being displayed: documents, attributes, collections and piles.

Documentsare displayed as individual entities, and can be moved, deleted and launched. Laun

a document, by double-clicking on it, invokes the relevant application for editing its content. T
is no distinction in the interface between documents whose content resides in different repositories;

they can be handled seamlessly. Double-clicking on a Word document loads its content into
whether the document is stored on my local disk, a file server, or the Web.

Documentcollectionsappear in two forms, opened and closed. Opened, they are displayed as o
showing the documents they contain. Closed, they appear as small icons depicting a “pile” o

uments. Displaying closed collections as piles provides a natural means to give cues as to the
which is particularly useful since fluid collections, backed by dynamic queries, can grow and s

independent of user activity. Our use of piles is inspired by the prototype work done at A
[Mander et al., 1992]; the support for “casual organisation” that drove their design is also a go

ours; however, we have not yet implemented some of the richer features of the Apple piles p
types, including “messy” and “neat” piles, as well as rippling through piles to search for docum

Finally, individual attributescan also be stored as browser objects, and appear on the des
(attributes are presented as triangles labelled with names and values). Although users can

use generic interfaces to add new attributes,Vista allows them to create sets of attributes that liv

FIGURE 3: Vista, a prototype Presto browser. In addition to a number of documents, this particular desktop
also contains four closed collections (shown as piles on the left), two opened collections (ovals in the lower

portion of the screen), and a set of predefined attributes (triangles in upper middle).
16
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on the desktop. Different attributes can be present in different workspaces, so that the workspaces

can be tuned to different tasks; in one workspace, for example, I might have a set of attributes
organising my publications, while in another, I keep attributes that are relevant for program

tasks. Attributes have two roles in the browser interface. The first is that they can be dropped
documents to add that particular attribute to the document, as might be expected. The second

individual attributes can be used as query terms. Using attributes as query terms provides
manipulation of queries, which we will now explore in more detail.

6.1.2 Directly Manipulating Fluid Collections

Recall that in the Presto document model, collections can not only contain specific other docu

(including sub-collections), just like folders and directories in traditional filesystems, but that
also contain a query component, which specifies dynamic content. So, for any collection, w

specify a set of query terms which make up the dynamic portion of the collection’s definition. D
uments in the system that match the query will be included in the collection (unless they have

specifically excluded).

Query terms can specified by using a traditional dialog box interface, but also by direct manipula-

tion, through attribute objects. Dragging an attribute onto a query collection adds it to the li
query terms for that collection. So, if the attribute is “project = presto”, then that attribute can

only be added to documents, but can also be dropped onto a collection so that “project = pre
added to the current set of query terms for that collection. Any number of attributes can be ad

a query, providing simple conjunction; dragging them off again removes them from the query

Attribute icons representing the current set of query terms appear around the circumference

collection object (as shown in figure 4). As these iconic representations of query terms are dr
on and off the query object, the query is updated in a separate thread. The result is that q

dynamically respond to the manipulation of query terms in real time, giving a very direct sen
the query as a configurable filter on the document space. It was an important element of the d

that this direct manipulation of queries provide the sense of directly exploring a set of possible
ues, rather than the more traditional “submit the query, await the results” model; attribute searches

are sufficiently fast that response rarely takes as much as a second. The effect of such direct
ulations is similar to that of UMD’s dynamic queries [Ahlberg et al., 1992], although in our mo

we currently only provide for the addition and deletion of query terms, not the modification of qu
term parameters.

FIGURE 4: Attributes can be used to control the terms of a dynamic query.
17
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However, it is important that collections with a query component should stillfeel to the userlike

collections, not queries. The interactive style that this browser tries to capture is grounded

manipulation of a document space, rather than the creation and execution of queries. Althou
dynamic response of collections to the addition and deletion of query terms helps to give the

of manipulation, we can also use the other components of collections, inclusion and exclusion
to help support the experience of manipulation.

Inclusion and exclusion lists in fluid collections lend them a feeling of stability that is critical to
interactive feel we are trying to support. So, in addition to the query component that dynami

maintains the collection contents, direct manipulation controls the use of the inclusion and e
sion lists to modify the results. Dragging a document out of a query collection causes it to be a

to the exclusion list for the collection. This means that it won’t reappear in the collection the
time the query is run (which happens regularly in the background). Similarly, dragging a docu

into a collection means that it should be added to the inclusion list, since it would otherwise n
included as an element of the collection. Using this mechanism, users can drop attributes

query window to create the query that expresses their basic set of interests, and then refine th
by adding or removing specific items. The resulting collectionsfeel morelike “ real” entities than

dynamically executed queries, but new documents of interest still turn up when they’re added
system.

One of the most radical changes that our attribute-based model introduces to the interactive e
ence and to the design of interfaces is that documents can appear in multiple places at the same time

In the model, documents can be members of multiple collections at the same time, and so tw
lections can display the same document concurrently. Performing a search that returns a doc

that is already displayed on the screen will result in it appearing twice, etc.

While care can be taken in the design of the interface to ensure that this does not become a proble

(e.g. when adding a document to a collection in which it already appears), the notion that a
ment can be in multiple places at once tends to upset our intuitions about what facilities c

added to the interface. For instance, it might be nice to be able to draw lines between icons to il
trate relationships between linked documents; but when any document can appear on the

multiple times, there is no stable and unique notion of “the icon for this document”, and so the
play of relationships quickly turns into a dense and tangled web.

Since it is part of the inherent structure of the domain, Vista allows documents to appear in mu
places in a workspace. However, it attempts not to allow a single document to appear twice

same context (that is, on the same background pane, or in the same collection).

6.1.3 An Activity-Based Interface

Vista incorporates a workspace approach similar to Rooms; users can switch back and

between different workspaces, each of which is a persistent view of the document store. Each w
space is a different desktop, but provides an interface to the same underlying database; a search, fo

instance, will return the same set of documents no matter which desktop launches it. So, the
space model is not designed to manage different document corpora, but rather different activities

that users might perform with those documents.

Workspaces can be customised to different activities by setting up dynamic collections

attributes that reflect the way documents should be organised to handle the tasks of that activi
18
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example, in a “Papers” workspace, a user might have arranged a set of collections that dynam

select documents according to attributes such as as conference, year, venue and topic; perhaps the

workspace has a couple of collections predefined for common queries, with attributes availa
that new queries can be constructed quickly using the drag and drop approach. Meantime, a

workspace might be organised around projects, and set up to allow quick and easy access to
ments according to project needs (such as the projects they are associated with, or their

state). Of course, the same documents are available in each workspace; they reflect the d
ways in which a user might want to approach documents based on the different activities they

to perform.

In each workspace, users can create new collections, move documents around, assign new a

or perform queries, using traditional direct manipulation techniques. By providing very lightwe
facilities to move from one workspace to another, this provides another way manage overla

organisations for document collections.

6.1.4 Other Approaches

Again, we are exploring a variety of styles of interaction with documents in Presto; Vista is sim

one example. Other interfaces have provided different facilities, or have emphasised one ap
or another. One of our design goals was to enable exploration of different interactive design

approaches. In addition to generic “browser” interfaces, we have also developed some applicatio
that incorporate interactive features as part of their exploration of new ways to use attribute-

document management.

7 EXPERIENCES WITH APPLICATIONS
We firmly believe that the best way to learn from an experimental artifact like Presto is to put it

use, so we have been working with other projects at PARC to explore how they could make u
our infrastructure. In another paper, we discuss two specific projects that we have been wo

with [Dourish et al., 1999b]. Here, we will focus particularly on lessons learned.

One particular feature of Presto applications so far is that they reflect a duality in Presto’s co

tual design. The duality is that Presto is both a document system and an object system. C
Presto stores documents, groups them together into collections, and allows users to read an

content using their conventional desktop applications such as Word, Powerpoint or Photosho
user experience is of Presto as a document system. On the other hand, it also provides a m

associate arbitrary data directly with documents through the attribute mechanism. The progra
experience is closer to that of a simple object system.

This “object system” perspective results in a new model for application development. Applica
data tends to be stored directly on documents, rather than in separate configuration files or a

tion databases. Once the application data has been moved out onto the documents t
application is managing, so application functionality can also be moved out, by mapping it

dynamic collections and queries over document attributes. This results in a model of “explo
applications whose state and behaviour is distributed through the document space.

For example, consider an email application. In a conventional approach, if we wanted to bu
email application, we would write a monolithic system capable of reading mail information fro

server using a protocol like POP or IMAP, presenting the individual messages to users, man
19
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a set of folders, providing searchfacilities over the message headers, and storing private informa

about which messages had been read, replied to, forwarded and so on. When implemented

of Presto, however, this takes on a very different feel. Access to an IMAP server can be provided
through Presto’s facility for interacting directly with different document storage repositories. This

makes individual messages directly manipulable as Presto documents. Information about activi
over this messages (such as how they have been filed and processed) can then be recorded

ument attributes. This in turn allows dynamic collections can be defined for autom
categorisation into folders. At the same time, an application-specific service (such as the

already provided in Presto) can annotate the document with information from the headers s
email-specific searches can be performed using the generic search mechanism. In other wor

“application” in this case is actually a set of small individual components which bridge betwee
specifics of the application domain and the generic facilities provided by the Presto infrastruc

8 RELATED WORK
We have discussed some related work in the course of introducing various aspects of our s

however, the relationship between our work and other research deserves further examination.

We have already alluded to work in the domain of information retrieval and visualisation inv

gating user-centered organisation for document spaces. For instance, BEAD [Chalmers, 199
a landscape metaphor in which relative document positions are derived from content similarity

rics. BEAD does not support Presto’s user-imposed structures. Most systems in this domain o
on the basis of content.

The Lifestreams system, originally developed at Yale [Freeman and Fertig,1995], uses a timeline
as the major organisational resource for managing document spaces. Like our app

Lifestreams is inspired by the problems of a standard single-inheritance file hierarchy, and in
seeks to use contextual information to guide document retrieval. Unlike our approach, how

Lifestreams replaces one superordinate aspect of the document (its location in the hierarchy)with
another (its location in the timeline).

The Semantic File System of Gifford et al. [1991] introduces the notion of “virtual directories”
are implemented as dynamic queries on databases of document characteristics. The goal

work was to integrate an associating search/retrieval mechanism into a conventional (UNIX
system. In addition, their query engine supports arbitrary “transducers” to generate data tab

different sorts of files. With the NFS server implementation, Presto essentially provides the sam
sort of functionality which was provided by the Semantic File System. However, Gifford and

colleagues were largely concerned with direct integration into a filesystem so that they could e
the richness of command line programming interfaces, and so theyintroduced no interface features

at all other than the file name/query language syntax. In contrast, our concern is with how such an
attribute-based system can be used in day to day work, and with how our interfaces can be r

and augmented to deal with it; the fact that Presto acts as a filesystem is simply in order to su
legacy filesystem-based applications, rather than as an end in itself.

DLITE is the Stanford Digital Libraries Integrated Task Environment, a user interface for accessing
digital library resources [Cousins et al., 1996]. DLITE explicitly reifies queries and search eng

in order to provide users with direct access to dynamic collections. The goal of DLITE, howev
to provide a unified interface to a variety of search engines, rather than to create new mode
20
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searching and retrieval. So although queries in DLITE are independent of particular search en

they are not integrated with collections as a uniform organisational mechanism as they are

Presto interfaces.

Like the developers of DLITE, we have been strongly inspired and influenced by ideas deve

and expressed in various generations of the Self user interface [Chang and Ungar, 1993; M
and Smith, 1995]. In particular, their concern with providing a very concrete interactive experience

is one we share whole-heartedly.

9 DISCUSSION AND DIRECTIONS
Presto is an early prototype, and is still in the process of development. We are currently enga
developments in both the infrastructure and the interface.

We are investigating ways of enriching the interactive experience. Further support for wo
directly with the documents in the space is critical; this can be supported by incorporating thum

images and intermediate forms of document collections that reveal more details of the docu
themselves. We are interested in adopting other aspects of the Apple piles prototype, such a

the “messiness” of the pile to convey aspects of the accumulation of documents. We are also
oping mechanisms in Presto to support the creation of “toolsets” for particular tasks, allowing

to create customised sets of queries and attributes, etc. Magic lenses [Bier et al., 1993] provide on
potential vehicle for managing these in an interface.

Similarly, we are trying to understand better the relationship between the Presto infrastructur
applications that might be developed and deployed on top of it. As we have discussed, Pres

serve different roles to applications, some of which challenge our intuitions about the structure
applications. A number of application development efforts are currently under way which exp

this relationship in different ways.

These applications also provide us with an opportunity to understand how people might mak

of an attribute-based document management system. Our design has been driven by a set o
tions developed from the literature on the use of both paper and electronic documents, whic

currently active area of research (see, for example, Sellen and Harper, 1997; Adler et al., 199
lotti et al., 1998). Part of our strategy in developing applications for deployment in our o

environment is to study the role that document attributes can play in on-line document manage
To this end, we are working with other groups at PARC to jointly develop task-specific applicat

based on the Presto infrastructure. In one project, for instance, we are especially interested in how
applications can introduce structure into the attribute value space, and how they can coordina

work through sharing and manipulation of a structure that describes the task-specific categoris
of document corpora [Dourish et al., 1999c]. This work draws upon previous investigations o

collaborative nature of customisation activity [MacLean et al., 1990; Trigg and Bodker, 1994],
current ethnographic investigations of document work practices [Trigg et al., 1999].

In general, our goal is to understand how attribute-based interaction can become a central part
the user experience in managing and organising document spaces. Presto is an infrastructure

directed towards this goal, and so it will continue to develop as we learn more about this new model
of system interaction.
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These goals are being pursued in the context of a larger project, called Placeless Docume

which Presto is one component. Presto is essentially a prototype implementation of a subse

functionality of Placeless Documents. The most significant features that Placeless Documen
to Presto are, first, a more robust and scalable distributedarchitecture, and, second, active prope

ties. In contrast to the static attributes provided by Presto, active properties can carry code with
which will be executed when operations are performed on the documents to which the active

erties are attached. In this way, users of the Placeless Documents infrastructure can use pro
not only to organise and manage files, as described here, but also to customise their behaviour and

configure document services. Extending a Presto-like document management service to s
active properties in addition to static attributes introduces a number of technical challenge

describe our approach and current implementation in another paper [Dourish et al., 1999a].

10 CONCLUSIONS
Documents in the real world serve different purposes at different times for different people, bu
systems we provide for people to store and organise electronic documents are typically ba

rigid, uniform hierarchies. In the Placeless Documents project, we have been investigating h
document storage and management infrastructure can be based on document attributes rat

on names and locations. In our model, users interact with their document sets in terms of high
attributes that capture aspects of the documents that are meaningful for everyday activities, a

provided and fluidly managed by the users themselves.

Presto is an experimental system that we are using to explore the issues of attribute-based do

management in a system such as Placeless Documents that is organised entirely around at
Presto is not, itself, a document repository; instead, it provides uniform coordinated access to

ety of repositories such as networked fileservers and the World-Wide Web. Presto provide
means to organise and search document spaces in terms of document attributes. Attributes

intermediate role between traditional structure-based retrieval schemes and more extensive c
based approaches; using Presto services, relevant aspects of document content can be ha

attributes, and used as query terms or collection criteria. Presto’s architecture is designed f
and fluid access to document spaces organised dynamically around attributes, and it was dev

particularly to explore the interactional consequences of an attribute-centric approach.

Presto serves two roles. Its first role is as a proof-of-concept design for attribute-based doc

space management. In this capacity, it has been successful. Presto clearly demonstrates
attribute-oriented mechanism for document sets numbering in the thousands can be made r

sive enough to support direct interaction; that the service mechanism integrates system-manipula
and user-manipulated attributes flexibly enough to allow both to be used as part of the docu

space organisation; and that integrating attribute-based queries into enhanced “fluid” colle
gives a concrete but malleable basis for document space organisation and interaction. Pr

already in use in a number of projects in our laboratory, supporting not only traditional docu
management activities but also more fluid interactive applications. Presto’s second role is

scouting expedition for other attribute-based document systems. In this capacity, we have lea
number of valuable lessons, including the value of document/object duality, the relation

between the document system and filesystems as a mechanism to support legacy applicatio
a number of interface design concerns that arise specifically from the use of attributes as the p

means for document interaction.
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Our initial experiences with Presto have been extremely positive, but of course, they are simp

first step. In collaboration with colleagues, we are currently developing our research program in two

directions. At the infrastructure level, we are working on the development of a second-genera
system in which document attributes can be used to control and manage a wider range of doc

activities in a distributed setting. At the same time, we are also considering how to specialis
form of interaction to particular tasks and particular domains, and developing Presto-based to

a range of specific tasks and activities. We hope to use these investigations to ground our in
gations of this novel form of document space interaction.
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